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We consider the effect of surface contamination, modelled by Marangoni elasticity 
with insoluble surfactant and surface viscosity, in promoting drift instabilities in 
spatially uniform standing Faraday waves. It is seen that contamination enhances 
drift instabilities that lead to various steadily propagating and (both standing and 
propagating) oscillatory patterns. In particular, steadily propagating waves appear to 
be quite robust, as a seminal experiment by Douady, Fauve & Thual (1989). 

1. Introduction and formulation 
Surface contamination is likely to be present in water unless care is taken 

in the experimental set-up. This effect is usually modelled by phenomenological 
formulae (Dorrestein 1951; Levich 1962; Miles 1967; Henderson 1998) based on 
Marangoni elasticity with insoluble surfactant and has been seen to dramatically 
increase the damping rate of gravity capillary waves, as first shown by Dorrestein 
(1951); an analysis intending to explain some surface wave damping measurements by 
Henderson & Miles (1994) was made by Nicolás & Vega (2000), who also anticipated 
that surface contamination would enhance the generation of the streaming flow 
produced by the surface wave. The streaming flow, in turn, affects the dynamics of the 
primary surface waves in Faraday systems (Vega, Knobloch & Martel 2001; Higuera, 
Vega & Knobloch 2002; Lapuerta, Martel & Vega 2002) and, in particular, plays a 
fundamental role in promoting drift instabilities of standing Faraday waves (Martín, 
Martel & Vega 2002, hereinafter referred to as MMV). The latter instabilities were 
experimentally observed by Douady, Fauve & Thual (1989) in an annular container. 
The liquid was tap water, which is probably contaminated, while the analysis by MMV 
assumed a clean free surface. The object of this paper is to extend the analysis in 
MMV to the contaminated case. This extensión is necessary because drift instabilities 
were quite robust in the above mentioned experiment (Fauve, personal communication 
2004), while they were sensitive to various parameters such as the aspect ratio in the 
theory for a clean free surface. 

As in MMV, and with the same notation, we consider a horizontal two-dimensional 
liquid layer supported by a vertically vibrating píate (figure 1), and use the container's 
depth h and the gravitational time «Jh/g for non-dimensionalization. The governing 
equations are 

UX + Vy = 0, (1.1) 

u, + v(uy — vx) = —qx + C{uxx + Uyy), (1.2) 
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FIGURE 1. Sketch of the fluid domain. 

where 

v, - u(uy - vx) = —qy + C(vxx + vyy), 

u = v = 0 at y = — 1, 

v = ft + ufx, C1/2(ü„ +vs + KU) = -yt,s + áu, 

(M2 + u2) + 4co2ef COS(2ÍWÍ) - f + TK= 2CÍ), 

u, v, q and / are L-periodic in x, 

at y = f, 

'1 + fidx, . 3 /2 ' 

(1.3) 
(1.4) 

(1.5a, ¿) 
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(1.7) 
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are an are length parameter and the curvature of the free surface (defined as y = f), 
respectively, and n is a coordínate along the upward unit normal to the free surface; 
note that 
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M and v are the tangential and normal velocity components, which are related to the 
horizontal and vertical components by 

ü= U
;
+LV , v= V~LU . (1.9) 

The only difference with MMV is the boundary condition (1.5b), whose right-hand side 
was zero and now accounts for the presence of contaminating surfactants, modelled in 
the simplest way: the resulting tangential stress includes Marangoni elasticity effeets 
and surface viscosity. The latter is based on the Boussinesq-Scriven surface model. 
Scriven (1960) generalized the mathematical description of the Boussinesq (1913) 
treatment for a time-dependent interface for which, in addition to its dependence on 
the surface tensión gradients, the interfacial stress is a (linear) function of two other 
intrinsic properties of the interface, namely the surface shear viscosity ¡x{ and the 
surface dilatational viscosity /¿f, both assumed constants here. The (two-dimensional) 
surface stress is written as 

=vsr + 04 A*í) VS(VS • vA) + f47s • \ysv> + (Vsv>)' ], 



where Vs is the (two-dimensional) surface gradient operator, vs is the (two-
dimensional) surface velocity vector, and T denotes the transpose. The variation of 
the surface tensión with the surfactant concentration f * is approximated by a linear 
law of the form T*{¡;*) = r0* + (dr*/df0*)(¿:* — £0*), where the derivative is calculated 
at the equilibrium valué of £*, denoted as £0*. The boundary condition (1.5¿>) results 
from equating the surface stress to the viscous shear stress from the bulk at the 
free surface, and non-dimensionalizing. It follows that the Marangoni elasticity and 
the non-dimensional surface viscosity are given by y = ^(dT*/df0*)C1/2/{ji^Jgh) and 
S = (fif+(¿%)y/C/((ih). The non-dimensional surfactant concentration f =(£* — fo)/?o 
is given by the conservation equation 

? t+[(1 + 0 * 4 = 0 i n O < í < í L , S(s + sL,t) = S(s,t). (1.10a, b) 

Here, sL is the length of the free surface in one period and we are neglecting both 
cubic terms and surface diffusion of the surfactant. Note that surface tensión variation 
due to the presence of surfactant is of the order of y fs «Je, which is assumed small 
compared with T (with C and T defined below); thus this variation is ignored in the 
normal stress balance (1.5c). 

The problem depends on the following non-dimensional parameters: the forcing 
frequency 2m = 2m*JhJg and amplitude e = e*/ h, the ratio of viscous to gravitational 
effects C = f¿/(p^gh3), the Bond number T^1 =pgh2/TQ, and the horizontal aspect 
ratio L = L*/ h, where L* is the horizontal length. 

We shall consider small nearly-resonant solutions at small viscosity and conveniently 
rescaled Marangoni elasticity, i.e. 

M + M + l9l + l/l + l ? l < l , e < l , |ú>-fflo|<l, C < 1 , y ~ l . (1.11) 

Here, cw0 is a natural frequency in the inviscid limit, and the assumption that C <C 1 is 
reasonable for fluids with a sufficiently small viscosity in not too thin layers (C ~ 10~4 

for water in 1 cm deep containers, as in the experiment by Douady et al. 1989). The 
latter assumption ( y ~ l ) is made for the Marangoni elasticity to have a significant 
effect both in the damping ratio of the surface waves and in the streaming flow. 
This assumption gives the best comparison with the damping ratio measurements by 
Henderson & Miles (1994), as explained by Nicolás & Vega (2000), and it is satisfied 
for a 1 cm deep layer and surfactants such as those in the experiment by Henderson 
(1998), where f0* dr*/df0* = 14,21, and 7dyncm~1 for lecithin, oleyl alcohol and 
dyolein, respectively. 

We do not have any a priori knowledge concerning the valué of surface viscosity in 
contaminated water, except the guess that S should be somewhat small compared to 
y. The results in this paper apply also to (i) the effect of controlled surfactants when 
using other liquids (Henderson 1998) and (ii) the case when a film of an immiscible 
liquid is deposited above the free surface (Jenkins & Dysthe 1997); the effective 
surface viscosity in this case is ¡xs = ¡xvd*, where ¡xv is the volumetric viscosity of the 
liquid, and d* is the film thickness. In cases (i) and (ii), surface viscosity can exhibit 
much higher valúes (Jenkins & Dysthe 1997; Hirsa, López & Miraghaie 2002) than 
in contaminated water. For instance, in case (ii), we note that Newtonian liquids (e.g. 
Dow 200 Silicone oil) in the film can exhibit a viscosity as high as 1000 St, namely 
105 times the viscosity of water, which yields quite large effective surface viscosity for 
moderately small film thickness. Thus, in potentially interesting cases, S varíes in a 
wide range, from quite small to quite large valúes. 



For convenience, we note that the overall surfactant concentration and the overall 
shear stress on the free surface are conserved, i.e. 

[ü„(s,t) +K(S, t)ü(s, t)]ds = 0, / t;(s,t)ds =0, (1.12a, ¿>) 
o Jo 

as obtained integrating (1.5¿>) and (1.10a) in one period and applying the periodicity 
conditions. The former condition is a consequence of the fact that the massless free 
surface cannot absorb any overall shear stress from the fluid. This condition also 
applies when the two-dimensional layer considered here models an annular container 
whose non-dimensional width l is large (but small compared to the container radius, 
to avoid curvature effects) provided that the surface viscosity is conveniently small. 
In fact, since ü = 0 at the lateral walls, the two-dimensional versión of (1.5¿>) in the 
annular container readily yields the following estimate 

Cl (ü„ + Ku)ás 
o 

ü ás 
o 

(1.13) 

For simplicity, we shall consider below only the extreme cases 

S < JCÍ, S > JCÍ, (1.14) 

which will be referred to as the small and large surface viscosity limits, respectively, 
and lead to the additional condition (1.12a) and to 

ü(s,t)ds=0, (1.15) 
o 

respectively. For consistency, in the latter case, the effect of the lateral walls should 
be added as a forcing term on the right-hand side of (1.5¿>). Since surface diffusion is 
neglected, (1.12¿>) stands also when modelling annular containers. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Under the above assumptions, 
the exact formulation (1.1) (1.6), (1.10) can be simplified significantly, which will be 
done in § 2. The simplified equations apply for contamination effects that are not too 
small as explained in §3, where the results for a clean free surface obtained in MMV 
are also summarized. The simplified equations will be numerically analysed in §4, 
where the relevant large-time patterns resulting from the primary bifurcations will be 
obtained; the above-mentioned low and high surface viscosity limits will be considered 
separately. The paper ends with some remarks on the scope and consequences of the 
main results. 

2. Coupled spatial phase-streaming flow equations in two dimensions 
We now extend the analysis in MMV to the contaminated case. Thus, only the new 

ingredients will be emphasized below. As in MMV, in order to isolate the effect of the 
streaming flow in generating drift instabilities (which also can be due to symmetry 
breaking of wave modulation, see Lapuerta et al. 2002), we consider spatially uniform 
surface waves. After a transient, these waves exhibit a constant amplitude and become 
quasi-standing, namely standing in a slowly moving reference frame. Thus, the surface 
waves are completely determined up to a spatial phase. The aim of this section is to 
derive a set of equations describing the joint dynamics of the streaming flow and the 
spatial phase of the surface waves. 



Vibrations produce an oscillatory flow that consists in principie in two counter-
propagating surface waves, and is nearly inviscid except in two boundary layers 
attached to the bottom píate and the free surface. The flow variables outside these 
boundary layers, the free-surface elevation, and the surfactant concentration are 
written as 

u = Uo(y)eiw'[A(t)eikx - B(t)e-ikx] + ce . + um(x, y,t) + -

v = iVobOe^AÍOe^ + B{t)<¿-'lkx] +c .c . + vm(x, y,t) + -

Qo(y)émt[A(t)ékx + B(t)e-ikx] + ce . + qm(x, y, t) + 

eia>í[A(í)eifa + 5(í)e~ i fa] + c e + fm(x, t) + ---, 

Soe^fACOe^ + 5 ( í ) e ^ x ] + c e + fm(x, t) + • • •, 

q : 

f 

(2.1) 

where we have displayed only the leading-order terms associated with the surface 
waves (assumed to be spatially constant) and the streaming flow, which can be seen 
as a temporal mean flow and is denoted hereinafter with the superscript m; c e stands 
for the complex conjúgate and 

í/n 

£»n 

kQo 
Ve o 

co0 

k(l + Tk2)t<mhk. 

Q0y_ 

co0 
Qo 

a>l cosh k{y + 1) 

k sinh k 
(2.2) 

(2.3) 

B0 cannot be calculated in the inviscid approximation that leads to (2.2)-(2.3), see the 
Appendix. The weakly nonlinear level of our description requires that the complex 
amplitudes (and the remaining slowly varying quantities) be small and depend weakly 
on time, i.e. \A'\ < |A| < 1 and \B'\ < \B\ < 1. The complex amplitudes A and B obey 
the following amplitude equations, 

A' = \-dx -id2 + ia 3 |A | 2 -ia4\B\2 - i 

B' = \-dx -id2+ia3\B\2 -ia4\A\2 + i 

g(y)umdxdy]A+iea5B, 
- i Jo 

0 ¡-L 

L j-i JO 

where the various coefficients and the function g are given by 

g(y)umdxdy]B + iea5A, 

«i + ia2 

dx =aiC
1/2, 

k-licúe, 

d2 = a2C
1/2 + Ü)Q co, 

/ia>o(8a>o — iy)£3 

sinh2A; 2tanhk[co0Jím + (Sco0 — iy)k2]' 

«3 = 2a>ok + 
co0k

2 (9 - cr2)(l - a2) + (7 - cr2)(3 - a2)Tk2 

« 4 

4cr2 

cúok2 

a6 

a2 + (a2-3)Tk2 

(CT2 + 1)2 Í + Tk2 A + lTk2 

a 

ka 
2co0 

a5 í+4Tk2 Í + Tk2 

2cook cosh [2k(y + 1)] 

3rcwo£4 

" 4(1 + Tk2)' 

moka, 

g(y) sinh k 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

and coincide with their counterparts in MMV except for c^ and a2, which include 
the effect of surface contamination, as calculated in the Appendix; here, a = tanh£. 
A plot of the damping ratio, «i, in terms of k for the indicated valúes of S, y and T 
is given in figure 2. 
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FIGURE 2. The damping ratio ai in terms of k for T = 7.42 x 10 4 and , (y, 8) = (1, 1); 
, (y, 5) = (1, 10-3); - • - , (y, 5) = (10-3, 1); • • •, (y, 5) = (1Q-3, l(r3). 

The non-local term in (2.4)-(2.5) accounts for the effect of the streaming flow on 
the surface wave dynamics. As in MMV, the change of variables 

A = A0e-lkf, B = B0e
lkf, 

r0 i-L 

(2.11) 

with 
«6 

kL 
g(y)um(x,y,t)dxdy, (2.12) 

i Jo 

eliminates the non-local term from (2.4)-(2.5). The resulting system of equations is 
such that all solutions converge for large time to a steady state of the form 

A0 = B0 = R0e*°, 

where 0o is an arbitrary temporal phase and RQ > 0 is given by 

RÁ 
di + (ais 202 , 2 \ l / 2 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 
«3 — «4 

Ignoring an initial transient, we can substitute (2.11)—(2.13) into (2.1), to obtain 

u = 2i/?0í/o(j)ei(íMr+^o) sin£(x -f) + ce. + um(x, y,t) + --- A 

v = 2iR0 V0(j')e
i(<uí+^) eos k(x - f) + ce. + vm(x, y,t) + ---,\ (2.15) 

/ = 2floei(a>í+^o) cos^(x -ir) + c e + fm(x, t) + • • •, J 

and similar expressions for q and f. Thus, the oscillatory part of the flow represents a 
spatially constant wave that is standing in a slowly moving reference frame, x = f(t), 
where the spatial phase f is given by (2.12). As in MMV, this simplifies the streaming 
flow equations, which become the usual continuity and Navier-Stokes equations. The 
boundary conditions at the lower píate, 

um = -2a7R
2

0 sin2£(x -f), vm = 0 at y = - 1 , (2.16) 

are again as in MMV, but the upper boundary conditions (which were u™ = vm = 0 in 
MMV), 

um = -2a%Rlún2k(x-f) + u^(t), vm = 0 at y = 0, (2.17) 
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FIGURE 3. The contamination parameter r, measuring the relative effect of contamination in 
the generation of the streaming flow. (a) r vs. k for T =1 Al x 1CT4 and , (y, á) = (1, 1); 

, (Y, á) = (l,lCT3); - • - , (Y, á) = (lCT3,l); • • •, (y, á) = (lCT3, 1CT3). (b) The máximum 
valué of r vs. k for T = 7.42 x 10~4 and varying y and 5. 

include the effect of surface contamination, which completely changes the structure 
of the oscillatory boundary layer attached to the free surface, as explained in the 
Appendix. It involves the unknown overall velocity u™, which is determined through 
one of the following additional conditions resulting from (1.12a) and (1.15): either 

< dx = 0 at y = 0 (2.18) 

in the low surface viscosity case, as explained in the Appendix, after (A 16)-(A 17), or 

< = 0 (2.19) 

in the high surface viscosity case, as obtained by substituting (2.17) into (1.15). The 
coefficients a-¡ and a8 are (see the Appendix) 

0-7 
3a>ok 

sinh2 k' 

a% 
a>ok i 4(y + i8a>o)k2 

tanh2 k \ CÚQJIÜ^, + (SCOQ — iy)k2 + ce. + 
3(y2 + 82a%)k* 

IÍWO-V^O + (So)0 — iy)k2\ 212 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

Note that a-i and a% are always positive. For convenience, a plot of the parameter 

r = r(k,T,y,S) a% 
a-i + a8 

(2.22) 

in terms of k for the indicated valúes of y, S and T is presented in figure 3(a); the 
selected valué of T corresponds to water in a layer of h = 10 cm. r must not be too 
small (see §3) and is a priori bounded between 0 (for y =8 =0) and 1, and, in fact, 
is quite cióse to 1 if neither y ñor S are small and k is moderately large (say k 5= 2). 
In fact, r takes valúes that almost cover the range 0 < r < 1 for realistic valúes of 
the parameters, as seen in figure 3(¿>), where the máximum valué of the function 
(y, S) —>• r(k, T, y, S) is given; note that the máximum valué of r is quite cióse to 1 
except for small k. 



Now, for convenience, we introduce the streaming flow Reynolds number 

Re = m^l, (2.23) 
and rescale time and the streaming flow variables as 

um vm qm 

x = ReCt, ü = , v = , q = —, (2.24) 
ReC ReC H (ReC)2 K ' 

to rewrite the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations, the boundary conditions (2.16)-
(2.17), and the definition of the spatial phase (2.12), as 

üx + vy = 0, (2.25) 

— + v(üy - vx) = —qx + Re~l{üxx + üyy), (2.26) 
ax 
d V 

ü{üy — vx) = —qy + Re~\vxx + vyy), (2.27) 
ax 

ü = -(l-r)sin[2k(x-f)], v=0 a ty = - l , (2.28) 

ü = -r sin[2£(x - f)] + M0(T), v = 0 at y = 0, (2.29) 

ü, v and q are x-periodic, of period L = 2mn/k, (2.30) 

df 1 f° fL 

G(y)ü(x,y,x)áxáy, (2.31) 
L J-i Jo 

where the free-surface horizontal velocity is determined from one of the following 
additional conditions, (2.18) or (2.19), namely either 

üy dx = 0 at y = 0, (2.32) 
Jo 

for small surface viscosity, or 
3 0 = 0, (2.33) 

for large surface viscosity. r is as defmed in (2.22), and 

Equations (2.25)-(2.31) will be called coupled spatial phase-streaming flow (CSPSF) 
equations, and dtf//dx can be seen as a drift velocity of the drifting standing waves. 
Those equations depend on the wavenumber k, the spatial period 

L =
 2Ü11 W i t h m = l , 2 , . . . , (2.35) 

K 

the contamination parameter r, and the effective Reynolds number Re. The latter 
is proportional to the square of the wave steepness, Rok, which must be small. Since 
C is also small, Re can vary in a wide range. Assuming that T is not large (which 
is trae for gravity waves), (Rok)2^0.í and C ^ I O - 6 , and using (2.3) and (2.34), we 
obtain the following accessible range for the streaming flow Reynolds number 

0 < Re < 2 X 104(a<7 + a%)/k2, (2.36) 

which for, e.g. ¿ = 2.37 gives the range 0 < / ? e < 2 0 0 0 (the same range as in MMV) 
if both y and S are small, and at least the range 0 < Re < 104 if either y or S are of 



order unity. Note that surface contamination enhances the strength of the streaming 
flow produced by a surface wave of a fixed (small) steepness and thus enlarges the 
range of validity of the approximation. When using the two-dimensional formulation 
to mimic an annular container, the integration cell corresponds to that part of the 
container below m wavelengths of the surface wave, which is not necessarily the total 
length of the container. 

3. Clean free surface vs. small contamination limit 
As mentioned in the previous section, the limit of small contamination effects in the 

CSPSF equations derived above does not coincide with their counterparts considered 
in MMV. This is because the boundary conditions (2.28)-(2.29) reduce to 

ü = -ún[2k{x - ir)}, v = 0 at y = - 1 , (3.1) 

ü = MO(T), / üy dx = 0, v = 0 at y = 0, (3.2) 
Jo 

in the small contamination limit F = 0, where for simplicity we have considered the 
low surface viscosity limit (2.32). These boundary conditions are (3.1) and 

üy = 0, v = 0 at y = 0, (3.3) 

in the clean case considered in MMV, the remaining equations and boundary 
conditions (2.25)-(2.27), (2.30)-(2.31) being exactly the same in both limits. This 
apparent paradox comes from the fact that the validity of the boundary conditions 
(2.28)-(2.29) requires that F be not too small, namely F > «Je. For smaller valúes of 
F, as F( ~ y + S) ~ «Je, a different analysis leads to a homogeneous mixed boundary 
condition at y = 0 that reduces to (3.2) and (3.3) in the limits «Je <€y + á <C 1 and 
y + S <€ \¡C, respectively. This narrow intermedíate regime (F ~ sjc) is not analysed 
in this paper because it is not expected to give qualitatively new results, as we illustrate 
now considering the limiting cases. 

(i) For a clean free surface (the limit considered in MMV), the simplified equations 
are (2.25)-(2.27), (2.30)-(2.31), (3.1) and (3.3). The bifurcation diagram is given in 
figure 4(a), where the máximum valué of the drift velocity áf/áx for the various 
attractors is plotted vs. the Reynolds number for the indicated fixed valúes of k and L. 
For small valúes of Re, the basic solution for the streaming flow is stationary, that is, 
it exhibits no drift (\¡r = constant) and corresponds to a standard standing wave (SW), 
whose streamlines are qualitatively similar to those in figure 5(a), except that the 
small upper vórtices are now absent. At Re = 270, these SWs exhibit a supercritical 
Hopf bifurcation that gives limit cycles that correspond to new (drifting) SWs whose 
nodes oscillate back and forth. This primary bifurcation seems to be present for all k 
and to remain unchanged at large aspect ratio. The resulting oscillating SWs can be 
unstable for larger Re (Re > 291.5 in figure 4), where a new branch of oscillating SWs 
exhibiting different symmetry properties bifurcates. The new branch in turn becomes 
unstable for larger Re (Re = 466 in figure 4), where the system jumps to a new branch 
of steadily travelling waves (TWs) that exist in the interval 410 <Re< 620; see MMV 
for further details. The latter TWs resemble the steadily rotating structures found 
experimentally by Douady et al. (1989), where they were quite robust (namely, they 
were the most frequently non-strictly-standing patterns), while in MMV they were 
quite sensitive to the various parameters. More complex, chaotic oscillatory patterns 
are obtained for other valúes of k and L, but are again not robust. 
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FIGURE 4. Bifurcation diagram of (a) the clean free surface case and (£>) the small 
contamination limit for k =2.37 and L = 2.65 (m = 1). 

(a) 0 ( * )0r 

FIGURE 5. Streamlines of some steady r-symmetric SWs of (2.25)-(2.31), for k = 2.37, 
L = 2.65 (m = l), and (Re, T): (a) (200,0.1), (b) (160,0.5), (c) (60,0.9) and (d) (200,0.5). 

(ii) In the small contamination limit case, and the same valúes of k and L, the 
simplified equations are (2.25)-(2.27), (2.30)-(2.31) and (3.1)—(3.2), and exhibit the 
bifurcation diagram given in figure 4(b), where it is seen that the primary branch 
of standing waves (with streamlines qualitatively similar to those for the clean case 
considered above) suffers a Hopf bifurcation at Re = 619.1, producing limit cycles 
that remain stable for larger valúes of Re. Note that this diagram is qualitatively 
similar to that described in figure 7 of MMV, although the wavenumber k and length 
L are different. Non-symmetric limit cycles and more complex oscillatory patterns are 
obtained for other valúes of k and L, but these are again not robust. 

Comparison of the results described above shows that the basic SWs (a) show 
qualitatively similar streamlines and (b) are more stable in the low contamination 
case than in the clean case. This latter conclusión is due to the fact that the no-slip 



boundary conditions (3.2) are more rigid than the free stress boundary con-
ditions (3.3). 

4. Large-time dynamics of the coupled spatial phase-streaming flow equations 
The CSPSF equations (2.25)-(2.31) are invariant under the symmetries 

x ^ x + c, \jr —>• \jr + c, (4.1) 
x —>• —x, ü —>• —ü, \jr —>• —t¡/, ÜQ —>• —ÜQ, (4.2) 

x - • x + L/2. (4.3) 

The first two symmetries come from the invariance of the original problem (1.1)-
(1.6) under horizontal translation and reflection. The non-steady reflection-symmetric 
(r-symmetric) attractors (invariant under (4.2) after a translation), will be referred to 
as locally or globally r-symmetric depending on whether they are r-symmetric for all 
r or they exhibit an r-symmetric orbit in phase space. Attractors that are invariant 
under (4.3) will be called (L/2)-symmetric below. 

The analysis of the attractors of the CSPSF equations (2.25)-(2.31) must rely on 
numerics. The equations have been discretized exactly as in MMV. The dynamics 
of the CSPSF equations depend on which additional condition, (2.32) or (2.33), is 
applied. These two conditions become the same for locally r-symmetric solutions, as 
is the basic steady state that is considered first. 

We have four free parameters, k, m (which is an integer and defines the length L, see 
(2.35)), r and Re, which are too many to give a systematic description of the results. 
Thus, we fix below ¿ = 2.37 (the valué most completely analysed in MMV) and vary 
r and Re. All results will be obtained first for m = 1 and then we shall check whether 
the result depends on m. 

For small Re, the CSPSF equations become linear and exhibit a unique attractor, 
which is a (L/2)-symmetric and r-symmetric steady state; thus it exhibits no drift, 
namely f = constan:, according to (2.31), and corresponds to a standard SW. The 
streamlines are as those plotted in figures 5(a)-5(c) for m = 1 and the indicated valúes 
of k, Re and r. Note that the flow consists of an array of pairs of counter-rotating 
vórtices. The upper and lower vórtices disappear as r —>• 0 and as r —>• 1, respectively. 
Also, the vórtices are more and more localized near the boundaries as k increases, 
namely for increasing valúes of the forcing frequency; and for large Re, vorticity is 
localized in two secondary, lower and upper boundary layers, and in some vertical 
plumes born near the stagnation points of the forcing velocities. However, these two 
(obvious) latter statements are not illustrated here to avoid giving too many figures. 
Since these SWs are locally r-symmetric, they satisfy both conditions, (2.32) and 
(2.33). For larger Re instead, the dynamics do depend on which additional condition, 
(2.32) or (2.33), is imposed, and generally involve a complex variety of steady, steadily 
travelling, periodic, quasi-periodic and chaotic attractors, whose complete description 
is well beyond the scope of this paper, where the emphasis will be on the primary 
instabilities of the basic SWs in figures 5(a)-5(c). 

In the remainder of the paper, any (steady, periodic, quasi-periodic or chaotic) 
attractor exhibiting no overall drift, namely, such that the temporal mean valué of 
f vanishes, which will frequently happen because such an attractor is globally r-
symmetric, will be called a standing wave (SW), while it will be referred to as a 
travelling wave (TW) if the overall drift is not zero. 

In order to avoid giving too many figures, the steady standing waves will be 
described below plotting the associated streamlines (figure 5). Similarly, steady 
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FIGURE 6. The primary instability of the basic SW of (2.25)-(2.31), (2.32), labelled SW(L/2), for 
k =2.37, L = 2.65 (m = 1). The bifurcation is either a Hopf bifurcation ( ) if 0 < r < 0.372, 
an (L/2)-symmetry breaking bifurcation ( ) if 0.372 < r < 0.584, or a parity breaking 
bifurcation ( ) if 0.584 < T < 1. 

streamlines in moving axes will be plotted to describe steadily travelling waves 
(figures 8 and 12), and the constant drift velocity f will be indicated in each case. 
OsciUatory attractors cannot be described with this detail, but we give the plots of 
both the instantaneous drift velocity f vs. time and the instantaneous position of the 
pattern f vs. time (figures 9 and 13); thus the presence of both instantaneous and 
overall drifts will be appreciated. Some of the oscillatory attractors below are chaotic, 
which is ascertained by calculating the associated Lyapunov exponents. 

4.1. Low sur face viscosity 
We consider (2.25)-(2.31), with the additional condition (2.32). The bifurcation 
diagram, r vs. Re, giving the primary instability of the basic steady state considered 
above is given in figure 6, where can be seen that the critical Reynolds number ranges 
from 46.5 to 619.1 for 0 < F < 1 , and generally decreases as r increases. The dot 
in the axis r = 0 corresponds to the instability limit for the clean free surface (§ 3) 
and indicates a sharp transition from the clean free surface case to the contaminated 
case, whose precise description would require us to consider the narrow regime (as 
r ~ ^ C < l ) mentioned in §3. The primary bifurcation from the basic steady state 
gives the following. 

(i) (L/2)-symmetric steadily travelling waves, labelled TW(L/2), if 0.584 < r < 1, 
which appear in a standard parity breaking bifurcation (Crawford & Knobloch 1991). 
An example of such a TW is plotted in figure 8(a). In contrast with the clean case 
(figure 4a), these TWs appear in a primary bifurcation, and are quite robust. To 
illustrate the latter statement, we plot in figure 7 the bifurcation diagram for fixed 
r = 0.9 and varying Re, where it is seen that the branch of (L/2)-symmetric TWs that 
appears at Re = 67.7 shows for increasing Re an (L/2)-symmetry breaking bifurcation, 
at Re = 568.2, where a new branch of non-(L/2)-symmetric TWs (two examples 
are plotted in figure 8¿>, c) is born. This remains stable except in a short interval 
(760 < Re < 820) of more complex dynamics consisting of oscillatory TWs; an example 
is given in figure 9(a), where the non-zero overall drift is clearly appreciated. This 
bifurcation diagram corresponds to m = í, but it remains unchanged for increasing 
valúes of m (we have checked the valúes m =2, 3, and 10). 
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FIGURE 7. The bifurcation diagram of the basic SW of (2.25)-(2.31), (2.32) for k = 2.37, 
L =2.65 (m = 1) and r =0.9 for varying valúes of Re. 

FIGURE 8. The streamlines for some representative steadily travelling-wave attractors of (2.25)-
(2.31), (2.32), for k =2.37, L =2.65 (m = 1) and the following valúes of (Re, T): (a) (200, 0.9), 
(b) (600, 0.9), (c) (860, 0.9) and (d) (620, 0.65). The streamlines are plotted in moving axes 
£ =x — t/r'r, with the constant drift velocity \jr' =0.32, 0.27, 0.12 and 0.0015, respectively (the 
associated valúes of ÜQ are 0.49, 0.53, 0.17 and 0.15, respectively). 

(ii) r-symmetric but non-(L/2)-symmetric steady standing waves, labelled SW(L), 
if 0.372 < r < 0.584, which appear in an (L/2)-symmetry breaking steady bifurcation. 
An example of such a SW is plotted in figure 5(d). 

(iii) (L/2)-symmetric periodic standing waves, labelled PSW(L/2), if 0 < r < 0.372, 
which appear in a Hopf bifurcation. Near the threshold, these SWs are globally r-
symmetric and thus they exhibit no overall drift; an example is plotted in figure 9(b). 
This behaviour is qualitatively similar to that appearing in the non-contaminated case 
(MMV), see§3. 

The bifurcation diagram in figure 6 shows two codimension-two points that deserve 
some attention: 
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FIGURE 9. The plots of the drift velocity \\i' and the instantaneous position of the pattern \\i vs. 
time for some representative oscillatory attractors of (2.25)-(2.31), (2.32), for k =2.37, L =2.65 
(m = l) and the following valúes of (Re, T): (a) (820,0.9), (b) (400,0.1), (c) (270,0.371), 
(d) (274,0.371), (e) (276.4,0.371), (/) (1440,0.35), (g) (780,0.65). Plots (a) and (g) show a 
non-zero overall drift of the associated pattern (namely, a non-zero overall slope in the plot i¡r 
vs. T), while the remaining plots show no overall drift. 

(i) Near (Re, r) = (260.5, 0.372), the interaction of the steady and periodic SW 
modes gives a three-dimensional dynamics. The horizontal velocity is written as 

ü = ü^x-f, y, r)+[X(r)Üo(x-f, y, r)eiílr +c.c.]+b(r)Ü1(x-f, y, r) + - • •, (4.4) 

where üs is the basic steady solution, and Üo (complex) and Ü\ (real) are the horizontal 
velocity components of the linear eigenmodes associated with the two interacting 
modes, and are (L/2)-symmetric and r-symmetric, respectively; X (complex) and b 
(real) are the small associated amplitudes. Symmetry arguments show that the joint 
dynamics of X and b are given by 

X' = ^X + (falX]2 + ¡32b
2)X + • • •, b' = ix2b + (fi3\X\2 + pAb2)b + • • •, (4.5) 

where /¿i and ¡x2 are small unfolding parameters that measure departure from the 
codimension-two point in the plañe (Re, T), and the drift velocity is given by 

f = fcXéür + ce. + • • •. (4.6) 

The calculation of the complex coefficients P\ and fí2 and the real coefficients ^ and 
(64 is beyond the scope of this paper, but (cf. (2.31)) /65 = L _ 1 / 0 J'_t G(y)Ü0dxdy. 
Note that the dynamics of a and b are decoupled from the phase \¡r, and that 
f T¿ 0 (which means that the pattern exhibits a drift) if X =f= 0; but the temporal 
average of the right-hand side of (4.6) vanishes to leading order and thus the overall 



drift is always zero, meaning that all solutions below are SWs. The system (4.5) has 
been thoroughly analysed elsewhere (Guckenheimer & Holmes 1983 and references 
therein). In particular, it is seen that the joint dynamics of a = \X\ and b are decoupled 
to that of the phase of X. It follows that 

a' = ¡xxa + {fixci2 + fi2b
2)a + • • •, V = ¡x2b + (fí3a

2 + p4b
2)b + •••, (4.7) 

where f}\ and f}2 are real (in fact, the real parts of their complex counterparts in (4.5)), 
and the phase of X, called 6, is such that 9' ~a2+b2 and thus has generally a constant 
sign, meaning that, e.g. steady states with a = 0 steady states with a f 0 and periodic 
solutions of (4.7) correspond to steady states, periodic solutions and quasi-periodic 
solutions of (4.5), respectively. Depending on the valúes of the coefficients, the system 
(4.7) can exhibit the following solutions: 

(a) Steady states of the form (as, 0) and (0, bs), which correspond to the periodic 
and steady SW interacting modes, and are like those already described, and plotted 
in figures 9(b) and 5{d). 

(b) Steady states of the form {as, bs), with as =f= 0 and bs =f= 0, which correspond to 
periodic solutions of (4.5) giving non-(L/2)-symmetric periodic SWs of the system, 
like that plotted in figure 9(c). 

(c) Periodic solutions of the form (a(r), b{x)\ which correspond to quasi-periodic 
solutions of (4.5) giving non-(L/2)-symmetric quasi-periodic SWs of the system, like 
that plotted in figure 9{d); this branch typically disappears at a homoclinic bifurcation 
illustrated in figure 9(e), and consequently no chaotic behaviour (resulting from 
further bifurcations on the quasi-periodic branch) is found near this codimension-two 
point. The system does exhibit chaotic behaviour for r cióse to 0.372, but for much 
larger valúes of Re (see figure 9f, where chaoticity is ascertained through Lyapunov 
exponents). 

(ii) Near (Re, r) = (179.6, 0.584) the interaction of the steady standing waves and 
the steadily travelling waves modes gives a two-dimensional dynamics. The horizontal 
velocity can be written as 

ü = üs(x -f,y) + a(t)Ü0(x -f,y) + H^Ü^x -f,y) + ---, (4.8) 

where, as above, üs is the basic steady solution, and Ü0 and Ü\ are the horizontal 
velocity components of the linear marginal eigenmodes associated with the two 
interacting modes, and are r-symmetric and (L/2)-symmetric, respectively; a and b 
are the small, real amplitudes of these modes. Symmetry arguments show that the 
joint dynamics of a and b are described by the system (4.7) above, where [i\ and ¡x2 

are again small unfolding parameters and the drift velocity is given by 

x/r' = p5b + ---. (4.9) 

As above, we do not calcúlate the coefficients ¿8i,..., ¿84, but point out that (cf. (2.31)) 
Ps = L~{ J0 j'_t G{y)Üi dx áy. Note that the dynamics of a and b are decoupled from 
the phase \¡r, and that f' =f= 0 (which means that the pattern exhibits a drift) if b =f= 0. 
Since the joint dynamics of a and b is as described above, we need only explain the 
nature of the associated solutions of the system: 

(a) The steady states of the form (a, b) = (as, 0) and (a, b) = (0, bs) are now called 
puré modes and correspond to the two interacting modes. These are qualitatively 
similar to those plotted in figures 8(a) and 5{d). 

ib) The steady states of the form (a,b) = (as ,bs) are now called mixed modes and 
correspond to non-(L/2)-symmetric steadily travelling modes. We have not found 
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FIGURE 10. The primary instability of the basic SW of (2.25)-(2.31), (2.33), labelled SW(L/2) 
for k = 2.37, L=2.65 (m = 1). The bifurcation is either a Hopf bifurcation ( ) if 
0<F<0.371, an (L/2)-symmetry breaking bifurcation ( ) if 0.371 < r < 0.588, or a 
parity breaking bifurcation ( ) if 0.588 < r < 1. 

these mixed modes near the codimension-two point, but the system does possess 
solutions of this type for larger valúes of Re (see figure 8á). 

(c) The limit cycles of the form (a, b) = {a{x), b{x)) are now periodic solutions and 
correspond to non-(L/2)-symmetric periodic TWs. Again, we have not found these 
near the codimension-two point, even though they do exist for larger Re (figure 9g). 

4.2. High surface viscosity 
Now we consider (2.25)-(2.31), with the additional condition (2.33). The counterpart 
of figure 6 is now plotted in figure 10, where it is seen that the critical Reynolds 
number ranges from 95 to 440 for 0 < r < 1, and again generally decreases as r 
increases. In fact, the intermedíate curve plotted with a dashed line is identical to 
that in figure 7; this is because this instability involves locally r-symmetric SWs, 
which are such that /0 üdx = J0 Wj,dx=0 and thus satisfy both (2.32) and (2.33); 
the upper and lower marginal instability curves (plotted with solid and dash-dotted 
lines, respectively) move to the right and to the left, respectively. Thus, for fixed r, the 
effect of surface viscosity is destabilizing at small r and stabilizing as r approaches 1. 
As in figure 6, the dot in the axis r = 0 corresponds to the instability limit for clean 
free surface (§3) and, as in §4.1 indicates again a sharp transition at small valúes 
of r. 

The primary bifurcation is again as in §4.1 and gives: 
(i) (L/2)-symmetric steadily travelling waves if 0.588 < r < 1 (an example of such 

a TW is plotted in figure 12a). The bifurcation diagram for r = 0.9 and varying Re 
(figure 11) is qualitatively similar to that in figure 6, except that the short interval 
of complex dynamics is now absent; the (L/2)-symmetry breaking occurs now at 
Re = 433.2, and gives non-(L/2)-symmetric steadily travelling waves like that plotted 
in figure 12b. Note that the drift velocity f of these TWs (see the caption of figure 12) 
is much lower than in the low surface viscosity limit. The bifurcation diagram remains 
unchanged for higher valúes of m (see (2.35)), which means that these TWs are again 
quite robust. 

(ii) r-symmetric but non-(L/2)-symmetric steady standing waves, if 0.371 < 
r < 0.588. The associated streamlines are similar to those plotted in figure 5{d). 
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FIGURE 11. The bifurcation diagram of the basic SW of (2.25)-(2.31), (2.33) for k =2.37, 
L =2.65 (m = 1), and r = 0.9 for varying valúes of Re. 

FIGURE 12. The streamlines for some representative steady and steadily travelling attractors 
of (225)-(2.31), (2.33), for fe = 2.37, L=2.65 (m = 1) and the following valúes of (Re,r): 
(a) (200, 0.9), (b) (600, 0.9), and (c) (500, 0.65). The streamlines correspond to moving axes 
£ =x — t/r'r, with the constant drift velocity \jr' = —0.072, —0.097 and —0.049, respectively 

(iii) (L/2)-symmetric periodic standing waves. The plots of the drift velocity and 
the instantaneous position of the wave are qualitatively similar to those in figure 9{b). 

The bifurcation diagram in figure 10 shows again two codimension-two points that 
are similar to those in figure 6: 

(i) Near (Re, F) = (316.2, 0.371), the interaction of the steady and periodic SW 
modes is again governed by (4.5)-(4.6), and leads to similar dynamics. In particular, 
a non-(L/2)-symmetric periodic SW gives plots similar to that in figure 9(c); and 
a non-(L/2)-symmetric quasi-periodic SW is as plotted in figure 13(a). However, in 
contrast with the low surface viscosity case, the branch of quasi-periodic solutions 
does not disappear near the codimension-two point, but does also exist for much 
higher valúes of Re. As we depart from the codimension-two point, this branch of 
quasi-periodic solutions loses global r-symmetry and exhibits a non-zero overall drift 
(an example is plotted in figure 13¿>) and for still larger Re leads to chaotic dynamics 
(figure 13á). 
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FIGURE 13. The plots of the drift velocity \jr' and the instantaneous position of the pattern i¡r 
vs. time for some representative oscillatory attractors of (2.25)-(2.31), (2.32), for k = 2.37, 
L=2.65 (m = l) and the following valúes of (Re,r): (a) (350,0.365), (b) (520,0.365), 
(c) (760,0.35), (d) (1000,0.65) and (e) (1200,0.65). Plots (b), (d) and (e) show a non-zero 
overall drift of the associated pattern (namely, a non-zero overall slope of the plot \jr vs. r), 
while the remaining plots show no overall drift. 

(ii) Near (Re, F) = (182.5, 0.588), the dynamics are again given by the amplitude 
equation (4.7), which yields: (a) puré modes that are qualitatively similar to those 
plotted in figures 12(a) and 5{d). Again we have found neither mixed modes, ñor 
periodic TWs near the codimension-two point. These do exist for r cióse to 0.588, 
but require much larger valúes of Re (see figures 12c and 13á); the latter does become 
chaotic for still larger Re (see figure 13e). 

5. Conclusions 
We have derived in §2 a system of CSPSF equations that give the joint dynamics 

of the spatial phase of a spatially uniform quasi-standing (namely, standing in 
a slowly moving reference frame), one-dimensional wave and the two-dimensional 
streaming flow produced by the wave itself. This system includes the effect of surface 
contamination modelled in the simplest possible way. The order of magnitude of the 
(unknown in contaminated water) Marangoni elasticity has been taken as that already 
obtained by Nicolás & Vega (2000) to fit the experimentally measured damping rate 
for contaminated water. Surface viscosity is expected to be small in contaminated 
water, but it can also be large in other systems. Thus, we have considered the limiting 
cases of small and large surface viscosity, see (1.14). However, in order to compare 
with the experiment by Douady et al. (1989), we may consider <5<Cy~l, which 
means that (i) the limit of low surface viscosity is likely to apply (provided that JCÍ 
is not too small), and (ii) except for small k gives a valué of r that is cióse to 1 (see 
figure 3b). 

We have assumed that r > Je, thus ignoring an intermedíate narrow regime 
r ~ Je, discussed in § 3, in which the transition from the clean free-surface case 



considered in MMV to the limit r—>0 of the results in this paper occurs. It is 
worth noting that surface contamination stabilizes the basic standing waves in this 
intermedíate regime (r ~ *JC). This is because the only effect of contamination in 
this regime on the mean flow is to replace the free stress boundary condition at the 
free surface by a no-slip boundary condition, which reduces the strength of the mean 
flow. The effect of contamination for larger valúes of r ~ 1 is destabilizing (figures 6 
and 10). This is because now contamination produces a non-zero forcing term for 
the horizontal velocity of the mean flow, which makes the mean flow stronger as r 
increases. 

At low surface viscosity, we have found that for increasing valúes of the 
contamination parameter r, the basic r-symmetric steady state loses stability either 
in a Hopf bifurcation, a steady symmetry breaking bifurcation, or in a parity braking 
bifurcation. The latter bifurcation yields new stable steadily travelling waves that 
are quite robust, as in the experiment by Douady et al. (1989). The interaction of 
these three secondary modes yields more complex dynamics, which include periodic, 
quasi-periodic and chaotic attractors, some of them exhibiting a non-zero overall 
drift. In order to save computational time, we took m = 1 in (2.35), which means that 
the computational domain was the fluid under just one wavelength of the surface 
wave, with periodic boundary conditions in the horizontal direction. The calculated 
solutions are also solutions for larger m, but solutions that are stable for m = 1 could 
well be unstable in larger domains due to, e.g. spatial period-doubling instabilities. 
We have checked that this is not the case, namely that most results stand for larger 
m, as indicated in each checked case. Also, in order to compare with MMV, we took 
k = 2.37 in all calculations. This valué is lower than the non-dimensional wavenumber 
in the experiment by Douady et al. (1989), which ranged from 3.3 to 5.1. We did not 
presented results for these larger valúes of k because it is not clear that in order to 
simúlate the three-dimensional annular container with our two-dimensional model 
we should take the same k. Instead, the effect of the Stokes boundary layers attaehed 
to the lateral walls (which are absent in two dimensions) of the annular domain in 
generating a mean flow can be somewhat taken into account by decreasing k, which 
increases the relative effect of the Stokes boundary layer attaehed to the bottom of 
the container; this effect is qualitatively similar to that of the lateral walls. 

In addition, we have considered the limit of high surface viscosity, to obtain results 
that are qualitatively similar to those described above; the main difference is that 
the drift velocity of steadily drifting patterns is much lower at high surface viscosity. 
Thus we expect that for intermedíate valúes of the surface viscosity, the results will 
be also qualitatively similar. 

Finally, we point out that the drift of the patterns encountered above occurs in 
spatially constant surface waves, which are reflection-symmetric to leading order. 
Thus, the encountered drift is not due to any reflection-symmetry breaking of the 
surface waves themselves, but to a reflection symmetry breaking of the associated 
streaming flow. This is in contrast with other sources of drift that are due to a 
reflection-symmetry breaking of the surface wave envelope, and requires in particular, 
that the surface waves be not spatially constant (Lapuerta et al. 2002). 

We hope that the results in this paper will stimulate further experimental work in 
the Faraday system in annular containers, with a special attention to the streaming 
flow, which has been largely ignored so far. 
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Appendix. Asymptotic derivation of the coefficients ax, a2 and a& 

The derivation of the coefficients «i, a2 and a8 requires us to analyse the upper 
boundary layer attached to the free surface. In fact, ax and a2 also include the effect 
of the lower boundary layer, which is known and will be added a posteriori to the 
expressions derived below. In the upper boundary layer, attached to the free surface, 
we use the stretched normal coordínate 

ri = A=, (Al) 

and introduce the counterparts of the expansions (2.15), namely 

ü = 2iR0Ü0e
i{a"+'t'o) sink(x -f) + ce. + üm + ..., 

v = 2i(<w + VC Vo)^oei(a>í+^o) eos k(x - f) + ce. + vm + •••, 

q=2{\ + Tk2 + »JCQo)Roé{mt+M eos k(x - f) + c e + qm + • 
/ = 2R()é

(at+M eos k(x -f) + c e + / m + • • •, 
f = 2/?0S

,
0e

i(íl>í+^) eos k(x - f) + c e + lm + • • •, 

(A 2) 

where ü and v are defined as in (1.9), and the leading-order constant valúes of v 
and q are anticipated. Substituting these and (1.7)—(1.9) into (1.1) (1.5) and (1.10), 
we obtain the following system of equations and boundary conditions to determine 
those terms labelled with the subscript 0, which are 

kU0 + V0„ = 0, 

Vo = 0, t>0, 

iíwô o 

= -iykSo -

-ik(l + Tk2) + ÜQm, Q0r] =co\ in -co < r] < 0, (A 3) 

-k2SÜ0, Qo=0, o)0S0 + kÜo = 0 at r¡ = 0, (A4) 

bounded as r¡ —> — oo, (A 5) 

where we have set co = a>o and for convenience we are anticipating in (A 5) a part of 
the matching conditions with the outer flow. Integration of (A 3)-(A 5) yields 

d{\ — expí^íwo^)) 
Un a{\ + dexpi-^JicúQr])), 

Qo 

Va = ka 
/1CÚQ 

•X] 

o)2r¡, 

where 
(1 + Tk2)k 

a{\ + d)k 
co0 

COQ ^JICOQ 

CÚQ Ü)Q JÍCÚQ + (SCOQ — iy)k2 1. 

(A 6) 

(A 7) 

(A 8) 

Note that (cf. (2.2)) Uo(r¡ = — oo) = Uo(y =0) and thus the solution in the boundary 
layer matches with that in the outer flow. 

Now, we derive separately the streaming flow coefficient a8 and the linear coefficients 
«i and a2-

A.l. Derivation of a% 
Substituting (1.8) (1.9) and (A 1)-(A2) into the momentum equations (1.2)—(1.3), and 
taking the mean valué in the short timescale t ~ 1, we obtain, at leading order 

q™ + 2R¡(U0,V0 + ce) sin2£(x - f), (A 9a) 



$™ = 4R2
0(Ü0Ü0^ + ce.) sin2£(x - f). (A 9b) 

Integrating (A9 b) and substituting into (A9 a), we obtain 

gm=4|t/o|2 + g0
m, (A 10) 

where g™ is independent of r¡ and is determined by imposing that the right-hand side 
of (A9a) be bounded as r¡ —> —oo when taking into account (A 10). It follows that 

u™ = 2R2
0[-Ü0,Vo + ce. + 2k(\Ü0\

2 - \Üo(-m)\2)] sin2£(x - f). (A 11) 

Integration of this equation, invoking (A 6) and imposing that üm be bounded at 
t) = —oo yields 

¿T(-oo) = -2a%Rl ún2k{x -f) + u%, (A 12) 
where 

Ü$ = üm(ri=0). (A 13) 
UQ depends only on t and 

ka2 [-(4id +ce.)+ 3\d\2] 
a& = , (A 14) 

which invoking (A 8) leads to (2.21). Here, a and d are as defined in (A 8); the 
imaginary part of d is positive and thus a8 is also positive. 

The asymptotic valué (A 15) must be matched with the tangential component of 
the outer streaming flow velocity at y = f, which invoking (1.9) is related with the 
horizontal component of the streaming flow velocity (again in the outer flow) by 

u(y = 0) = Ü(y = f) - {fxv + fuy+ ...), (A 15) 

where (•) stands for the temporal mean in the short time scale, t ~ 1 and only the 
leading-order terms are considered. Substitution of (2.15) yields {fxv + fuy + • • •) = 0 
at leading order, and thus the appropriate boundary condition of the outer streaming 
flow is as given in (2.17). 

Applying matching conditions with the outer streaming flow velocity, we obtain 
um(y = f)~um(y =0) + {uy(y = 0)f) + . . . , and taking into account that the temporal 
mean valué of uy(y=0)f is zero at leading order, we obtain the boundary con
dition (2.17). Also, according to (A 13), since \sL — L\/L<€í and kL = 1 (mod 2K) 
condition (1.15) is leads to (2.19). 

Finally, we show that (1.12a) leads to (2.18). To this end, we first note that the 
leading-order (O(RQ)) part of the stress u™ in the outer flow matches the 0{Rl*JC)-
correction of ü™. Thus, we must also consider this correction, replacing um with 
uo + \[Cu™ in (A 2a). Replacing this in (1.2) and invoking (1.7)—(1.9), we obtain an 
equation of the form 

u™nn = T?2,/?(??) sin 2£(x — f) in — oo </? < 0, (A 16) 

á™ = R2h0 sin 2k(x -f)atr]=0, (A 17) 

where the function h and the constant ho are both (9(1) and need not be determined. 
The form in the right-hand sides of (A 16) and (A 17) follow, just noticing that these 
terms come from producís of O(RQ) and 0{RQ«JC), linear terms that depend on x, 
as do the <9(/?0)-terms in (A2), because both convective terms in (1.2) and nonlinear 
terms in (1.5¿>) are reflection-symmetric; thus, terms proportional to sin2 k(x — \¡r) and 
eos2 k(x — f) are excluded and w™ does not contribute to the left-hand side of (1.12a). 



Integration of (A16)-(A17) and applying matching conditions with the solution in 
the outer flow, taking into account that the spatial mean valué (in the short time 
scale (t ~1) of both uyyf + vyfx and fxxu vanish at leading order, readily implies 
that condition (2.18) holds. 

A.2. Derivation of a\ and a2 

Since these coefficients are associated with a linear approximation, we need not use a 
coordínate attached to the boundary in the upper boundary layer. For convenience, 
we begin with the following linear, viscous equations 

kU + Vy=0, (A 18) 

[k»o - Vc(«i + ia2)]U = -ilcQ + C(Uyy - k2U), (A 19) 

[k»o - Vc(«i + ia2)] V = iQy + C(Vyy - k2V), (A 20) 

in — 1 < y < 0, with boundary conditions 

U = V = 0 aty = -í, (A21) 

V = (tí0 + \JC{ax + ia2), *JC(Uy - kV) = -iykS - Sk2U, 
Q - (1 + Tic2) = 2iCVy, [kw0 - Vc(«i + ia2)]S + ikU = 0 at y = 0, 

(A 22) 

which are obtained setting e = 0 in the linearized versión of (1.1) (1.5) and seeking 
normal modes of the form 

u = URoUé^^ sin£(x - f) + c e , 
(A 23) 

(v,q,f,i;) = 2Ro(iV,Q,l,S)e1<w+Mcosk(x-f) + c.c.; 

also, we have neglected higher-order terms in the complex damping rate. Note that for 
small C, this problem exhibits two viscous boundary layers attached to the boundaries, 
and that 

U = U0, V = V0, Q = Q0, (A24) 
the inviscid approximations (2.2), outside these boundary layers, while in the upper 
boundary layer, we have (cf. (A 2)) 

U = Ü0, V = ictíQ + 4cVQ, Q = l + Tk2 + 4CQQ, (A25) 

where í/o, Vb and go are given by (A 7), in terms of the stretched coordínate (cf. (A 1)) 

V = \ (A 26) 

The terms a\ and a2 are readily calculated using the following global solvabihty 
condition, first introduced by Nicolás & Vega (1996) in a related context, 

o 
(U0U + V0V)dy + í + Tk2 

-i 

Scoo-iy ,2, 
VCÍ/0(- l ) í / , ( - l ) + — -k2U0(0)U(0), (A 27) 

(tío 

(o-! + ia2) 

where í/0 and Vó are the inviscid approximations (2.2) and we have neglected 0{~JC)-
terms anticipating that | U \ ~ | U0 \ ~ | V | ~ | V01 ~ I Vy \ ~ | U0y \ ~ 1. This solvabihty 
condition is readily obtained by multiplying (A 19) and (A 20) by U0 and V0, 
respectively, adding the resulting equations, integrating in — 1 < y < 0, integrating 
by parts and substituting (A 3) and (A22)-(A22). Now, ignoring at the moment the 



lower boundary layer, and denoting as Si and S2 the corresponding valúes of «i and 
a2, we can use the approximations (A 24) and (A 25), to rewrite (A 27) as 

(ñi + iS2) 
o 

(U2 + V2) áy + 1 + Tk2 Sco0 -iy ¡2 
k¿U0(0)U(0) 

:n — 1 v i 
(A 28) 

£»0 

k2{\ + Tk2){\ + d)(Sco0 - iy) 

o)o tanh k 

where a and á are as defined in (A 8), and we have taken into account that the first 

term on the right-hand side of (A 27) is 0{s¡C) at the upper boundary layer. We need 

only calcúlate the integral on the left-hand side, J^ÍUQ + VQ2) áy = 1 + Tk2, to obtain 

+ . . 2 = e(8coo-iy)(\+d) 

2cw0 tanh k 

Adding in the right-hand side the well-known (MMV) contribution of the lower 
boundary layer (which is k^/ícoo/ sinh2£), and replacing (A 8), we obtain the expression 
of ai + ia2 appearing in (2.7). 
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